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SUWAARY 
The propagation of ooomic rays throu(;h interstellar apace he.o boen 
investigated with the view of determining what particles oan traverse 
astronomical diotoneos .rlthout r.orious loss of energy. Tho principal nethod 
of loss of energy of high enerP.-,y pertioloa is by internotion with radiation. 
It is found that high energy (1013 - 1018 av) eleotrons drop to one-tenth 
their nnorGY in 108 light years in the radi~tian density in the ~alllgCv and 
that proton~ ere not signifioantlv atfeoted in this distance. The ori~in 
of the cosmic re:ya is not known so that various lw'Pothesas as to their 
oririn are examined. If the souroe is near a star it is found that the inter-
eotion of oleetrons and ph:>tons m't!h the stellar radiation field and the 
interection of electrons with the stellar mAgnotio field limit the E1Jnount of 
energy whioh these partioles oen oerry aw~y from the star. However, the 
interaction is. not strong onough to affect the energy of protons or light 
nuclei appreciably. The ohief uncertainty in the results is due to the 
possible existenoe of ·a r,oneral gal aotio magnetic field. The main conclusion 
raaohed is that if there is a general gnlaotic magnetic field, then the 
. 
primary spectrum hes very few photons, on ly low ener gy ( < iol3 ov) eleotrona 
c.nd the higher energy particles nre primarily nrotons regardless or the 
source mechanism, und if there is no ganorQl galectio magnetic field, the?\ 
I 
tho souro3 of cosmic r~ve ~eoolorates mainly protons and the present rate 
of production is much less than that in the past. 
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I. INTRODOOTION 
The experimental determination or the nature of the cosmie re.y primaries 
has been oarried out by tlvo main lines or atte.ok. The first method is the 
investigation of the various geomagnetic etfoots with a view to obtaining 
their energ.v spectrum and charge. The results indicate that most o£ the 
primaries are oharged, that the secondaries observed at soa level oano chiefly 
f'ran positive primaries and that the energy speotrum is approximately an 
inverse powar law, but no direot evidence of the nature of the particles them-
selves is obtainable. The second approach is to make experiments on the in-
coming particles at the "top" ot the atmosphere and, hence• to determine their 
oharaoter by their properties. Such experiments are difficult to carry out 
and equally difficult to interpret because of the many complicated inter actions 
which occur with the air. There may be several types of particles present 'but 
there is no oonolusive evidence pointing to the presence or absence of any type 
of particle although there is same evidence that protons generate tho hard 
component . Auger showers are adduoed to indicate the presence of hi~h energy 
eleotrons at the top of the atmosphere but it is not clear whether they are 
primaries or secondaries. several theoretical investigations of specific mech-
anisms for the generation of high energy particles have been made but only with 
the point of determining whether sufficient onergy could be obtained from the 
mechanism. Consideration of the interaction of the primaries with int erstellar 
gas have likewise led to no oonclusion because of the rarity of thG gas. In 
this paper the intoraction of the particles with radiation 1$ shown to lead to 
a restriction on the mean £roe path the various particles could have at high 
energies, end hence, to a restriction on tho primaries which could reach the 
earth. The various hypotheses concerning the souroo of the cosmic rays are 
also investigated and it is shown the.t intel"aotion with radiation and with 
magnetio fields give significant results here also. The body of the paper 
is divided into two parts. The first desor1bos the contents of space and 
2 
the diffusion of high energy particles through spo.oe • and the second investigates 
the loss of energy by intere.otion w1 th radiation 1n transit and in the va.riouit 
proposed souroee. 
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II. PROPBRTIBS OF SPACE l.ND afeDrpfll~ OF cos;.tIC RAYS 
The ditf'1s1on of oomn!c rays and their interaction with interstellar 
mattor has boen troatod by several investigators so that it is only neoossary 
to ~KKontion the salient facts here . The least well understood phenomena involve 
the magnetic fields in the galaxy. espeoially the magnitude of the general 
galactic tiold. The situation ia oornplioated by tho fact that the relaxation 
tine tor decay of a magnetic field of extension only one light year is many 
times tho age of the galaxy and hence equilibrium with sources oe.nnot be assumed. 
2.1. Matter and Radiation Density 
The amount ot matter and energy in the galaxy is not known aoeura.tely 
but it may be estimated from the absorption of tho light from stars. An upper 
limit to the total matter may be obtained tram dynamical considerations involving 
its gravitational otfeot. Oort{l) givos ~he upper 11mit as 6 x io·24 gm/om6 .• of 
which half is in the form of stars. Groonstein(2 ) givos a value of 2 x lo-25 r;p./cm•. 
tor dust particles with mean diameter 10 .. !) om. Struve &nd ElveyC3 ) measured the 
emission spectrum of h;ydrogen near hat stars, where the hydrogen is ionized, and 
obtained a density or three atoms/om'. or 5 x lo- 24 EF11/cm~K Most of the hydrogen 
in space is unionit:ed and unobservable sinoe no absorption lines lio in the 
visibloe Dunham{4) has dotorminod the densities of oaloilll:l and sodium tran 
moasuromonts of the interstellar absorption lines and finds that the mass density 
is nbout lo-25 cgfl/cmK~K Spitzor(5) reviews the various determinations and concludes 
that reasonablo values to use nro one h;ydrogon atom. par orJ.G, or .1. 7 x io-24 ~/omM I 
end between io-25 ond io- 24 gm/om4) of dust. 
Tho radiation density in interstellar space has been obtainod by Dunhem(4) 
fram. a weighted sum ot the various stellar spectral types. His results tor the 
radiation donaity per Angstrom is given in the first teble. 
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TABLE l 
Mee.n Radiation Donsity Due to Stellar Radiation 
A in .Ane:strom units Vo, x 1020 err-..s/cm»7Ao 
333 65. 5 
400 142. 0 
500 265 
667 464 
833 728 
1000 1080 
1250 1550 
1667 2250 
2000 2620 
2500 3020 
3333 3680 
4000 4,180 
~ORM 4860 
5000 6220 
6667 9780 
10000 10200 
At longer wnvelengths the radiation OOl!les primarily frcm the inter-
stellar gae , The contribution of the freo-free and free-bound collisions of 
protons and electrons has been calculated by Henyey and Keone.n(6) . They show 
that .these oollisions are responsible tor the observed "comnic statioq in the 
plsne of the galaxy and that it just tails t o give observable di£f\tse back-
ground o.t visible wave-lengths. !heir results are gi'1!'en in Tabla 2 'Where the 
intensity is given in ergs/sac/em jkilooyole band/square degree. 
fABIE 2 
Radiant Energy from Interstellar Gases 
1'. log10 (Iv x iol9) 
1000 cm. l.O 
100 l . 75 
10 1,.7 
1 l.G 
10-l 1.5 io-2 1.3 10-3 1.os 
10-4 
.es 
io-5 
.7 
I 11 in ergs/seojko/om~/dogreaO 
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These results have boen oheokod in tho radio range by diroot measurement 
of "oosmio static" both fro:n this galaxy and from Andromeda. by Reber< 7). Rey. 
Phillipe and Parsons< 8) and many othora. 
Hey. Ptdllips. nnd Parsons find that the mean intensity. avoraged over all 
directions .. is one-third that given in Table 2 and vro shall use this factor to 
correct the curve throughout the spectrum. As pointed out by Henyey and Keenan(6) 
the energy in the visible must also be corroctod tor absorption by interste llar 
dust. Applying these corrections and changing units we obtain v't ~F II tho 
number of photons/om~/oeo/AM/steradian as given in Table 3. Also tabulated 
are sevoral integrals related to d'( \) which we shall find useful later. The so 
integrals we~o obtained by numorioal intogration using the trapezoidal rule and 
were smoothed where necessary. 
Korrt< 9) has shown that the radiation density in intergalactic spn¢e 
is approximately .ol that in the galaxy by using Hubble's galaotic counts and 
luminosities. For laok of better information we may assume tho spectrum is the 
same. The emount ot matter in intergalactic space is probably small since 
Hubblo(lO) finds that the absorption of light from distant galaxios is less 
than .1 magnitude. Assuming dust particles of io-5 om, • can have only a 
mass of one-tenth of a single layer of io-5 cm thickness in a volume one om2 
by 3 x 1026 om. This corresponds to a density or less than 3 x io-32 grn/ cm6 • 
The density or ionized gas and ato:ns which give strong absorption lines in the 
visible is evon lass. There is no observational limit to tho hydrogen density 
although it is probably small. The density of free electrons can be limited 
by the laok or observable Thompson eoatterins or by tho lack o~ radio wuves 
due to oollisions, but neither limit is very stringent. 
The expansion of the universe does not a1'f$Ct the conditions insido 
the ~alaxy since its diameter remains unaltorad. Tho small change in density 
of radiation due to the crowding of the galaxies in the past may be neglected. 
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On the other hand the radiation density outside tha galaxy is inver sely 
proportional to the square of the radius ot space. Assuming a linear expansion 
the nge of the universo iG roughly two billion yoars. so that tho ~rop~rties 0£ 
inter~alaotio space havl? not chanr;ed significantly for our purposes in the last 
b1llion years. 
T.ABI.E 3 
Photon Intensity in Interstellar Space and Related Functions 
). o'(>.) '#(>,) w( >.) L(>.) U(l.) 
Ao photons /cm2 photons/om.d photon a/om'° photon - Ao photon - A0 
/seo/ A0 /seo/A0/rad /sec/A0 /oml<!. / sec /om'ii!. / seo 
l x 1M~ 1.41 5. 8 x 10 .t. . 9 x 10 .012 x io·' .006 x 10 
2 11.5 46 39 . 37 .17 
3 39 160 130 2.a 1.34 
5 180 720 600 36 17. 2 
7 '490 1700 1300 180 104 
l x 103 2. 4 x 103 5. 8 x io4 3 . 'i x lo4 . a6 ·x 1010 . 46 x io1 
2 7. 3 l6.6 12.a 15 e.5 
3 15 35 27. 5 83 43 
5 38 93 1'1. 600 310 
7 73 102 72 1850 800 
l lt 104 140 70 12 4 . 0 x 1013 2 . !5 x iol3 
2 20 25 10. 3 9 . 9 6 . 6 
3 6. 6 12.s 4 . !j 14 10. 6 
5 2. 2 5. 7 1. 9 20 14. 5 
7 1.3 3.6 1.3 24 17 
l x 105 • 95 2.3 .95 32 20 
2 . 10 l.2 . 72 55 29 
5 .,50 . 65 . 35 135 69 
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0 
lx 106 .33 . 35 . 20 .. 30 x iol6 .15 x io1 6 
2 .19 .22 .12 . 11 .38 
5 .o9 .11 . 06 2.2 1.27 
1 x 107 . 05 .06 . 035 4 . 9 s.2 
2 . 021 . CS3 . 020 11. 2 7. 8 
5 . 012 0 0L5 .009 32 23 
l x 108 66 x io-l 77 x io0 43 x 10° 70 48 
2 36 43 23 150 110 
5 16 19 10 420 260 
).. 
1 x 109 
2 
5 
l x l olO 
2 
5 
1 x 1011 
2 
fi 
1 x i ol2 
2 
5· 
l x i o l 3 
Table 3 (Continued) 
O"'( ~F 'T (J..) .;)(J..) 
a x lo-l 10 x 10° s.s x io0 
ll . S 5. 2 2.a l.e 2. 2 1.1 
. 9 l. O .s 
. 33 . 44- . 20 
. 01 .11 • ()1. 
170 x 10- 1; 330 x i o-4 85 x i o- 1-
20 88 l !'i 
iK ~ 15 2. 5 
. 2 3. 8 . 25 
.02 i . o . 025 
. 002 .15 . 0025 
. 0002 . 04 . 0004 
2J.. 
2n 
·-A1' J x c:r'(x)dx 
0 
2A 
..l( \. ) .. ·..n... J r- u(x)dx FK~ 
0 
A 
L(l) • f x 1\x)dx 
0 
). 
.>.. 
L(l) 
. ae y 1019 
1. 9 
5.1 
lo. i:; 
20. 1 
4..2 
61- x 1019 
99 
136 
170 
200 
240 
280 
M(>.) .. ...L f x.cl 'f(x ) dx - ..!... }. '>..» f x~ T"(x)dx 
0 0 
1 
M(X) 
.58 x 10 l 9 
1. 3 
8. 2 
1. 0 
13 
29 
<!,2 x iol 9 
fr\ 
62 
67 
71 
74 
75 
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2 . 2. MagnGtie Fields 
The terrestrial and solar magnetio fields have no eff'ect on tho general 
distribution of oosmie rays but merely keep low energy particles rran reaching 
the earth. These fields also aot as a spectrograph and allow sn analysis of 
the oharge and momentu!n dist~ibution of the primary partioles. The general field 
0£ the sun is of the order of 25 gattss at the pole end is primarily of dipole 
oharaoter. Recently BaboOQk(ll) has measured the Zeeman effect in several 
early A-type stars with the results that the field strength at the pole is of 
the order of 1000 gauss and that the dipolo moments are randomly oriented. 
The most important unanswered question is whether there exists a uniform 
ma~etio field throughout the galaxy due to its rotation. Extremely small fields 
can produoo a large effect over astronomical distanoes~ a field of 1M~1O gauss 
would prevent charged particles of energy less than 1013 electron ~olts from 
ree.ohing the earth from outside the galaxy, or vice versa, pa.rtioles ot less 
than this energy could not escape from tha galaxy. Alf'v'en(l2) and Spitzor(l3) 
have proposed fields of this magni"CUde but a oe.ref'ul analysis of the various 
possible sources of sueh a field and of the diamagnetic effect of the inter-
stellar electrons is lacking. The dia.magnotio effect ot the electrons, in 
contrast to the degenerate electron go.$ in mete.ls, is strongly field dependent 
so that there may be several equilibrium configurations. Furthermore the 
relaxation time of a large soale magnetic field is very low as may be seen 
from the formula givon by Smythe(l4) 
2 
Relaxation time ~ E~F 
• 
for the lowest mode• where 'f is the resistivity, µ is the permeability, 
R is the radius of the sphere. and 3.2 is the root of e.n equation involving 
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Bessel i"Unctions. In a sphere with radius one light-year and with a resistivity 
of 0.2 ohm-cm(l.5)* the Nle.xa:tion time comes out to be 2 x io20 years. For the 
whole galaxy the time would be about io28 years, but the dynamical relaxation 
time of' the galaxy is of tho order of iolO years and this time dominates the 
formation of the galaxy and the generation of' a general magnetic field. However, 
the field is probably not in equilibrium at present so that we cannot compute 
its value vd thout making assumptions oone erning the initial conditions. Since 
many rotating astronomioal bodies havo _a magnetic field, it is reasonable to 
assume that the galaxy has one, but the magnitude of the field cannot be estimated. 
At the critical energy at whioh partiolos could escape fran or enter the 
galaxy it is to be expected that there would be a disoontinui ty in the observ~d 
apeot:rum. No such discontinuity is observed and.. although the experimental error 
is large , we may oonolude that the field 5.s 1.ess than io-16 ganss {limiting 
energy 109 ev) or even greater than 10-lO gauss ( 1015 ev) • Since we do not knovr 
whioh alternative is correct, we shall tr~at both oases separately for complete-
nees. 
2.3. Diffusion of Cosmio Rays 
Because or the large dis to.noes in the galaxy. small charge or current 
unbalances cum set up tremendous oleotrio .md magn.etio fieldis, fields vmich 
oan modify oonsid'Etrably the motion of charged p~tiolesK swann{l6) has shown 
that if the cosmic rays incident on the top of the atmosphere were ~ll positively 
oharged, and if the charge ~re not neut~alizedI there would exist interstellar 
eleotrio fields ot stupendous aize. He showed that the difference of potential 
between the earth and a point on a sphere or radius ! light years is greater 
*It should be noted that this value- of the resistivity applies to the 
relaxation time ot a magnetio £ield although it was deri~ed assuming no magnetio 
field. It ie probable that the oonduotivity of the interstellar medium wt.s 
oonsiderably $maller when the gal axy 'Vm.s formed thl!lll it is now, but it is un-
likely that it was so small that the rele.:x:ation ti~e of the m~Kgnetio field wao 
less than the dynamical relaxation time. 
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than 7R2 x iol7 "l'Olts. Thus, even 1n traveling one light year, oosmio re.y 
pnrtioles would lose or acquire muoh more than their mean energy. As pointed 
out by Ali'V'en(l7), however, this result doas not rule out tho possibility of 
only positively charged primaries since a very small increase in electron 
density would ba lanoe the field (the number of prima ries/om., is about lo-8, 
while there is about ono eleotron/oma). EYensl8 has computed tho potential 
which a star would acquire 1£ it 1ntaroepts onl;v positively charged cosmic r ays. 
He shows that tho oonduotivity of inte~stellar spsco, which is due to the free 
electrons, reduoes the potential to io-9 volts. If' there is a galactic :magnetic 
.field the eonductivity p0rpendioule.r to tho field is much reduced since oharge 
can diff'use only by collisions which change the orbit in the £ield. However, 
it is still reasonable to assume that the potential is muoh less than one volt 
so that we me.y neglect all electrical fields in the galaxy. 
The ef'feets 0£ mnf?1etio i'ields are somewhat more oomplioated than the 
etfeots of electrical fields but they are not unwieldy, The stellar fields soatter 
the par.tic les 1 but do not disturb the isotropy of the primary distribution( 19), 
in faot, they tend to make non-uniform dietributions more nearly isotropic. 
The isotropy or the distribution of oosmi~ r ays allows us to dr~w 
oertain conclusions conoorning their sMt1roe~ The seoular variations in intensity 
do no·t show a signif'icQllt variation Tdth sidereal time. Periods of a solar day 
and of 27 days (solar rotation period) are associated with the solar ma.gnatio 
field( 20,21). Tha variation with sidereal day is be low the experimuntal error 
or o.l pereent( 22). Oar.pton and Getting( 23) suggest ed t hat t he mot ion of the 
earth (280 lan/seo) due to the rotation of' the gal~ woulc'. increase the intensity 
on the £ront side or tho earth and give rise to a variation wlth sidereal time. 
Va llarta , Gre.ef' and Kusaka ( 24 ) oa loulntod the e:f'foct taking into account the 
earth's magnetic riold and pred1et0d an ~ffect of 0.11 percent for ~11 positive 
particles. The effect is probably reduced by scattering in stellar magnetic 
ll 
tields end may be masked by a amall galaotio magnetic field. Whether the small 
predicted variation exis~s or not, we mny draw certain conclusions from the 
isotropy of the oosmio rays. 
It is reasonable to assumo that tho rate of generation of cosmic rays 
is proportional to the density of metter on the average so that we should ex-
pect the greatest generation iP the plane of the galaxy. Thus, if there is no 
galactic mo.gnetio field, the intensity of oosmio rays should be large in the 
galactic plane just as visible light ie distributed. Of course, the scatter-
ing by the stellar magnetic fields would blur this distribution but the 
e.nistropy would still be observable. IIonoe. we must assuxne that the cosmio 
rays were generated when the univ~rse was young or that their generation is 
indopendent of the location of matter. a p}\y'sically unattraotivo nssumption. 
In either case, we may assume that their mean a~e is nearly that of the universe 
or conservatively io9 years. 
If we assume the presence of a galactic magnetic field. the distribution 
should be isotropic since the particles vrould have oomploted many circles and 
would have been scattered several times by stellar fields. Hence. isotropy 
does not indicate any particular source. There are two attractive features 
ot this assumption. First, the small fraction of neutral particles in the 
primaries {as seen from the geomagnetic effects) would be explo.inod since they 
would leave the galaxies and be dilu~ed by the large volume of intergalactic 
apace. Seoond, the retention of the particles by the field would explain the 
large intensity of cosmic rays compared to light<O~•OU FK It is truo that the 
mean life of the primaries is less in the galaxy due to the interaction with 
dust but there is still a net increase in intensity. It should be noted that 
the galactic field would not retain the particles indefinitely since scattering 
by the stellar fields would cause a slow diffusion outward. 
AlfVon(l2,17) has calculated the effect of solf produced magnetic fields 
upon a beam of oosmio ray particles and has obtained a maximum current which 
would not be destroyed by its own field. Actually, the large relaxation time 
of even a local field would prevent its formation and so his restrictions do 
not apply and ~~ Dl8.Y assume that the distribution of the primaries is limited 
only by the general ga lactic field it it exists. 
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In passing through interstellar space the cosmic rays will interact with 
the dust and gas present. Assuming the density of 2 x 10-24 gm/om~I a particle 
would penetrate only O.l g;Kn/cm~ ot matter in traversing the galaxy so that the 
matter would cause no effect (experiment indicates that about 100 grn/cm2 are 
required to absorb one-half tho primaries). The matter is probably denser 
toward the center of the galaxy and Zwioky(26) has su~~ested that the cosndc 
radiation may be less in this direction, but t he ef'feot is probably still less 
than experimental error. If the primaries are confined to the galaxy by a 
magnetio field, the e£foot ot the mattor is l arger. A particle retained in the 
galactic plane would traverse 20 gm/emw in 107 years. Actually, the particle 
would spend only a small part of its lifo in the plane of the galaxy if the 
field is roughly similar to that of a current loop. Bence, we may assume the 
mean life of the particle is of the order of 108 - 109 years. If the particles 
oome from extra-galactic space, the interaction with matter is nogligible. 
Pameranchuk(27) has pointed out that high energy oharga:i particles will 
radiate due to their acceleration in a magnetic field and he gives the expression 
(2. 2) dE 2 ~KKK:K ) 2 \+v -12 (; E ) ~ 
--· .. -c xB -dt 3 mo' c mcli! • 
For an electron with energy io20 ev in a field of 10-lo gauss the fractional 
loss of energy in 107 years is lo-13 and for protons it is lo-26. Ilenoe, we 
ma;y neglect the effect of a general galactic ma~etio field on the energy of 
the particles. 
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In approaching the earth, the field varies and the expression must be 
integrated. Pomeranchuk( 27 ) has done this and gives the approximate expression 
(2.3) 
E0E0 
where E is the energy of tho particle at the surface of the earth, !o is its 
initial energy and !o is a constant involving the radius and the magnetic moment 
ot the earth and the type of particle end its orbit, It is given by the 
expression 
where R is the radius of the earth, M the earth's dipol~ moment t and a. iB a 
constant, proportional to the fourth power ot the pe.r'ticle's mass,. whK1Ko~K for 
nOTmal incidence e.t the equator• is 
Using this value ot «, the v a lue of E0 is 7 x 1017 ev for electrons and 1030 ev 
for protons. As a particle is soatte~ed by a stellar magnetic field it loses 
energy but the loss is insignifieant unless it approaohos within a. few stellar 
radii. This means that the cross seotion for capture is increased by a amall 
taotor but stellar radH are so small eanpe.red to interstellar distances that 
capture ma:y be neglected. 
One other source ot energy loss may be mentioned. Epstein(28) has ~hown 
that the energy of a high onergy particle varies inversely a s the r adius of 
the universe. Hence, Lemaitre's assumption that the primaries were generated 
along w:i:bh the universe in an explosion of a giant atan is untetia'ble ainoe 
their initial enei-g.ies would he..vo to have· bean tremendous., · However, it is 
possible tha~ they were generated in the early stages of the universe when 
the density and radiation pressure were high. Even in this case the initial 
enet'gies must have been many times their present values and other forms of 
loss more probable. We shall oome baGk to this point after studying the 
i.nteract:lon vii.th ?'adia.tion. If tho pe.rtiolee ~ire confined to the go.lo.xy 
by a magnetic field, their age is so short that expansion plays no role in 
the! r hi story. 
\. 
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III, INTERACTION OF PARTICLES WITH RADIATION 
We are interested in determining the maximum energy that the primary 
cosmic rays can have. That there exists e. maxi.mum ia not obvious since the 
1ntere.otion of high energy particles with me.tter and r adiation might have a 
maximum and deorease at very high energies. Actually. this is not the case. 
since, even though the interactions we shall consider do have a maximum. 
there are other reactions whioh only become important at these high energies, 
which will keep the total interaction tran decreasing. 
We shall be primarily interosted in the slowing down of the high energy 
particles by interaction vdth the radiation in interstellar space. It is to 
be noted that slowing down the high energy particles does not violate the 
principle of relativity sinoe the stars from whioh the radiation is emitted 
detine a unique inertial system. The interaotion may also be looked upon as 
an approach to equi-partition of energy by degradation of the primary energy. 
There are two different phases 0£ the interaction or high energy 
particles with radiation~ intoraotion with interstellar or intergalactic 
radiation while transversing spaoe, and interaction with radiation while being 
generated, if the source is near a star. We must disouss eaoh case for each 
possible type of primary particle, viz., photons, electrons, photons and light 
nuclei (neutrons and masotrons are unstable end would deoay; neutrinos are 
unobservable). Before investigating these cases, "WR shall discuss the theory 
of the various interaot1ons. All those particles oan interact with radiation 
in several ways but we shall discuss only the most important~ photon-photon 
pair production, Canpton soattering of electrons. pair produotion in the fields 
of the proton and the nuoloi, and photo-disintegration of nuclei. 
3 1. Theory of the Interaction of Protons and Nuclei 
In considering the interaction or a high energy particle with rndiation, 
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it is convenient to transform to a coordinate system moving with the particle 
and to make all the oanputations in this systom. The oross-sections are 
usually given with tho particle at rest and th.a momentum transfer is usually 
simplest in such a system. Let us consider a particle of mass !: moving with 
velocity~ along the! axis of the coordinate system. Using hyperbolic functions 
we have 
v • o tanh 'X • 
p o mo sinh X. , 
E ~ mo~ oosh X , 
where X may be defined by any of the th.1-ee equations and the other two are then 
oonsequenoes . A photon of frequency!• whose dirootion of motion makes an 
angle.!!. with the negative ! axis, will, 1n the moving coordinate system, have 
the frequency 
V' • v(oosh X +cos a sinh~ ), 
and the direction 
sin a 
sin a' • ~~~~~--~~~~~-
oosh X + cos a sinh X • 
The converse equations are 
Y • v• (oosh ~ - cos a • sinh X ). 
sin a • sin a• 
oosh X" - cos a. s1nh "'( • 
It is to be noted that if cosh X >' 1, then v • j)) 11 and a'<< l for almost all a. 
Henoe, we may say that the particle sees a bown 0£ high energy photons inoident 
along the ! axis . For this reason • oe.n def ine the tu.notion '/(> .. ) which 
is defined so that -r{>.)dA gives the number of photons/om"'/seo• with wave 
}. }. + dA length in the range to • where _! is given in Anr,stroms. This 
coah "'f.. oosh "f. 
function is convenient ainoe it is nearl.¥ independent or the velooity of the 
particle at large velocities. In interstellar spaoe where the radiation is 
ieotropio r e\) may be determined tram the integral: 
n 
'I (>..) dA • 2n f 
0 
sin ci d<l q-p,, ' ) ~ d>. • 
d>. 
where ). ' • >..( 1 - cos a tanh -X ) . Setting tenh Ji.. • l end changing to X • ao 
variable or integration . we have: 
2.A 
(3. 6) 1" (>..) - ~ f "' (}{>.•) }K~ 
0 
This tu.notion is tabulated in Tablo 3. 
d}. • 
• 
In a coordinate system moving with the photon it is easy to see thnt 
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the daninant intera.otion with light is pa.ir production. If we assume that the 
electr ons are ejected with equal velocities in the direction or the photon beam 
conservation of momentum and onergy give us: 
hv• 
c 
• Mo ainh f + 2mo ainh p, 
where hv• io the photon energy, !. the mass of tho proton, o tanh t its velocity 
m the mass ot the elootrons and o tanh ~tho electron velocity. 
~e measure tine in the stationary ooor dinnte system since the Lorentz 
factor a wi 11 oanoel in the final answer. 
Writing 
(3. 8) 
we have 
hV' 
"r·-
mc2 
2 oosh p • 'Y - ~ Eoosh f - 1), 
2 sinh p • "( - t-J sinh 'f' • 
Squaring end subtraoting 
(3.10} 4 • 2y H (sinh 'f' - eosh f • l) + t-J ic(2 - 2 oosh 'f ). 
Since most of the momentum is absorbed by the electrons, fie small. 
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Expanding the hyperbolic functions in (3.10) and solving the resultant quadr atic 
equation, we have 
(3.11) 'Y > + 2. 
Transforming back to the stationary ooordinate syetem the proton energy becanes 
(3. 12) E .,, L:.'c"' oosh( X - f) & Moe cosh a-'f ~ E0 (1 - f ), 
so that (S.11) gives tho fraction of energy lost by the proton per pair produced. 
While (3.11) was derived under spocinl assumptions, it is nearly correct for 
all probable directions of emieaion and division of the enorgy betweon the 
electrons so that wo may uso it with little error. 
fho cross section for pair production(29} is a oamplieated expression 
which, in the high energy range, simplifies to• 
p{'r)·-1-
137 ( 
28 2181 
- ln 2"' - -9 I 27 • 
*we use the cross sections without scrooning by the atomio electrons 
because the atoms would be ionized very quickly by the internction of the electrons 
with radiation (Paragraph 3. 2) oven if they were gener ated in an unionized state. 
It is to be noted that the oross sections are used in an experimentally verified 
~egion since, even though the partiole energiee are very large, the photon ener~ in the moving coordinate system is only a few Mev. 
Since the frnctional transfer of energy is small . we may neglect statistical 
fluctuations and write 
...!... 
E 
whero 
dE 
dt 
'Y ... ~ cosh X. 
me }.. • 
In the case of atomic nuclei (3 . 13) must be multiplied by the square 
of the ~ tanio ntnnber , z . and (3 . 11) divided by tho atanio number A. so that 
( 3. 14) is multiplied by (Z2 /A) . The factor multiplying T (}..) in (3 . 111.) is 
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very small so that the loss of enorgy is very slow. This factor is tabulated 
in Table 4 for later use . 
TABIE 4 .• 
Cross Section for Energy Loss by Pair Production 
4 p( 'Y) 4 P<" > 
'Y 'Y 
Y }J + ~ I_K~-Ef - 4 t-' ld Y fJ + .../ ,._. ..:.y?- - 4 >-' ;,! - 4:y ~ - 4"(" 
2 o x lo- 32 om06 200 3. 31· x io-32 om~ 
3 2. 0 500 
103 
1. 69 
~ fl . 33 1 x . 988 
5 7. 92 2 . 5'56 
6 9. 48 ~ - . zc;a 
10 12. 20 l x 104 . H2 
20 11. 21 2 . 078 
50 7. 97 5 . 035 
100 5 . 33 l x 105 . 019 
Photo-disintegration of tho nuoloi is also possible and may ooour 
with high velocity nuclei . It r equires 8 ~ev {m 16 mo~F to eject a neutron 
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or proton from the nucleus so that , it the cross section is denoted by Y' 
the probability of disintegration por second is 
(3.16) 
h 
[
- -- cosh 16 mo 
err 1 (11.) d>.. 
The cross seotion (/y is proportional to "r aooording to Weisskopr(30) and , 
according to Bothe and Gentner( 3l), the coefficient of proportionality is 
K S~ x io-29 om~/ElevF~ K This result holdG at enor~iee such that tho weK~e 
l ength is less then the nuolAar oir.oumference. At highor enorgios (approx. 
100 l'P.V) the cross section ac;o.in diminishes . In tho case of deuterium we nay 
usA tho theoretical expression for the cross seotion e;iven by Bethe e.nd Be.cher< 32 ), 
J. 0 
(3.17) 4 e~h Is (hY - fF~ ,,. - ----------3Uo hyf~ 
where .! is the binding energy of deuterium and M is the mass of the proton. 
3, 2, Theory of the Internotion of Electrons and Photons 
Tho interaction of electrons with r adiation is juet Compton scattering 
in the coordinate system moving with the electrons but the treatment is more 
complicated since l arga energy transfers can take pl.a.cc ao that fluctuations 
are importmt. Renco, we must compute the probability for various fraotional 
energy losses for all values of the onergy. Similar considerations hold for 
the interactions of photons. Tho situation is further OCl!'l.plicated by the fact 
that high ener gy electrons generate photons and high energy photons generate 
electrons so tha.t a sort of ''cosmio oa.soade" ensues. 
If we now oonsider a photon y i n the moving ooordinato sy6tem incident 
along tho negntive .! - axis and assume a Compton scattering, then tho energy 
of the scattered photon is given by 
(3.18) 'Y' • --------1 + y(l - 008 9) , 
where Q is the ane;lo of scattering. ~ho cross 
2 
(3. 19) d~ - l. E~ sin Q d 9 ; [l • r< i - cos Q) ] At 
and the mean scattering angle is 
(3.20) 9mean -~ l y. 
seotion is(33) 
{ ( 1 - 008 Q) • cos~n + l ... 
Now in ordor that we may neglect the boam width (3.3) wo must hlivo 
a 1 <. < emean• This is true since aD~ ---1--, "f ~ oo&h ~ h~ , so that 
cosh X me 
(3.21) h11 
Conversely (3.21) and (3 . d) insure that the scattered photon will be along 
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l 
"r( 1-oos 
the z - a;itia in the stationary ooordinate system. Tho energy of these photons 
is 
hY 1 
"r'(cosh X - cos Q sinh~ F mo"'"' 
(3.22) . "r ' ( 1 .. - oos Q) sinh X 
4r( 1 - cos Q) 
.. 
l + "f(l - cos Q )ainh x . 
Consequently, setting z Q cos Q, the fractional energy loss, S , of the electron is 
S" hv ' - hv .. 
mo.Id oosh 
(3.23) 
"t'( l - z) l 
JS 
"" 1 -
4 "t(l - z )• 1 + "r( 1 - z) 1 
Q) J 
Solving tor z we have the relations 
zml - l , 
-y( l - s ) 
(3. 2 ) 2y 
• l + 2"( 
dz l 1 
---db yJ ( 1 - s )"" , 
Substituting into (3. 19) the cross aeotian for a traotional loss between 
~ and S + d cS" 1 s 
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d.. • ; r ;.:: ) • c 1 _ & ) ·L ~ 6 • [1- y( 1 : 0 J +l - & } :~ d. 
It may be soon that thoro is a large probubility of large fractional energy 
l oss since {l - cS ) oocura in the denaninator. An idea of tho order of 
mBOlitude of the cross sootion may be obtained fran the following table. 
TABLE 5 
The Values or S end dp from (3. 23) and (3. 2'>) 
~ 0 n/4 n/2 3n/4 ft 
0. 1 0 . 02a . 091 . 146 . 167 
s 1. 0 0 . 221 . so . 63 . ao 
10. 0 • 745 . 91 . 945 .952 
0.1 ao.o 60. 4 40. 4 61.2 8"-.8 
dpx io26om:oI l . O a . oo 6. 28 s. oo 10. 32 13. 32 
io. o.ao l . 28 4 . ()4. 7. 01- a.44 
It may be noted from the table that for lar ge y the mean loss is nearly 
tho maximum loss {for -y .,. 10, dp drops to one-half when & decreases from .95 to . 90). 
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The etfeot of tho l arge fractional loss loads to an interesting conclusion. 
We may say roughly that the mean fraction of energy retained is about equal to 
twice the minimum. 1 . e . ( l - ¢ )moon 2 
--- • If' we assume that the electron l + 2y 
interacts with a 3 volt (4000 A0 ) photon then we have 
hY oosh X 
"'( a 
mo2 , 
2 . mo.<! 1 (3 . 26} "" l + 2y cosh X hY , 
E ' • 
2E 
l .. 2y • 
(mc11;1)ir.: 
• a.3 x 1010 ev hY 
7hus a very high energy electron will drop to about loll ev in a single inter-
action~ it does not share its energy equally with the photon as is usual in 
most high energy intoraotions. 
To obtain the probable loss for a cosmic ray pnrticle we must multiply 
(3 . 2<J} by the photon spectrum end integrate. If P( o ) d 6 is the probability of 
losing a fraction of energy S per second. we have 
).. 
P( S ) d S " j 'T( x) dp dA. y .., 2 eosh.X :c 1 ~ S" 
0 
l. 
... -~ 
mo 
+ l - SJ 1(y) - ll(y) ) d O/seocm.d, 
(3. 27) 
h cosh 7\ 
where the functions . L(y) and J4(y) only involve the photon spectrum and are 
defined by 
(3 . 28) 
• 
y 
L(y) • f l. 'T (A} dX . 
0 
y y 
ll(y) • ; f >-" '1(1,) dA - ~f ,_• 7'(A) <IA. 
0 
These funo~ions are tabulated in Table 3. 
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The cross section for photon-photon pair production has been worked 
out by Breit and Whaeler(34) , who give the expression 
[ 
where 
C ... oosh Q a 
(3 . 30) 
S .. sinh 9 1 
and i_ is the e.nglo between the directions of the photons. t must be multiplied 
by sin~ p/2 when the photons do not collide head on. It is apparent from Table 
6 that the magnitude of the cross section is comparable with that for Compton 
scattering so that the order of magnitude of tho maximum energy should be about 
the se.me. 
TABLE 6 
Cross Section of Photon-Photon Pair Production from (3 . 29) 
Q . 10 .s l 2 3 4 . 605 s. 9oe 
s . 1002 . 5211 1. 1752 3. 627 10. 02 100 1000 
c i .oso l . 1276 l. 5-1-31 3. 762 10. 07 100 1000 
t x lQGt> cm• s . 12 25. 38 32. 80 11. 21 2. 46 .0473 . 0001 
If .Q. from ( 3. 30) is less then one, tho energy of the photons is in-
suf'ficient to make a. pair, but scattering of' light by light, with the formation 
0£ o. virwal pair as an intermediate state is possible, although small. Euler 
and Kocko1(35) have estimated that tor l ong wave lengths tM cross section is 
a.ppr o:x:ima te ly 
l 
sin6 p/2. 
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We may expect that g, is less than but comparable to the pair production cross 
section at energies at whioh pairs may be prQduoed end that it drops off 
according to ( 3. 31) at low energies. Hence, the scattering is only appreciable 
for e. small range of energy at the limiting energy and has little effect on 
the maximum energy; we shall neglect it altogether. 
The formula for (A) was derived on the basis of a coordinate system 
mav-ing with the high energy particle but (3.29) v~s derived in a center or 
mo:r.iantum coordinate system , which varies Yd.th the energy of the light Quantum. 
We tnUst, therefol'e , oompute the interaction directly from the photon density 
i\moti on (A). Keeping ' constant, the probability of interaction per seoald is 
(3 •. 32) 2n sin pdp dA (}.) sinie L. 2 
0 0 
Transforming to the new variables of integration p and x 
(3.31) becomes 
ft 
2n: 
0 0 
(3.34) 
A 
x "" -----1 - cos J5 ' 
d},, "' ( 1 - 0 OS ,6) dx; 
sin pdfl(l - cos }5) dx (x - x oos p) l - oos p 
2 
~ 
h 
g 
.. U)(X) dx. 
0 2mcx 
..!!x: 1. 
2mo e 
"' 
.;>( .>.) h d.>., 
0 2moll. 
.I. 
h 
2 
2mox 
where tho upper limit is replaced by the largest value of .A for which does not 
vanieh ·and 
0 
This f'unction is similar to 'T (.>.) as can be seen fran Table 3 where it is 
tabulated. 
2 
The energy of the eleotrons is restricted b~tween yno (1 - tanh Q) 
2 2 
and F 0 ( 1 + t&nh 9) but is s'trongly skewed and one partio le truces most of 
2 
tho energy. In the center of mass system the distribution is isotropic but 
even a small forward oanponent of velocity gives a large energy ratio~ the 
ratio of the enorgies is e 29 ooe~ where ~is defined in ( 3. 30) and! is the 
angle the pair makes with the direction ot motion of the coordinate system. 
Since both here and in the Compton scattering most of the energy is carried 
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by one secondary the energy of a high enorgy particle is only slightly dissipated 
even though several secondaries are produced and there is no uppor limit to 
the energy unless a large number of collisions are possible. However . if the 
light quantum has just sufficient energy the asymmotry is not marked• the 
intagration over the spectrum introduoea many such photons so that the distribution 
in onergy is reasonably smooth. 
3. 3 . Transmission through Spaoo 
It might be expected that the large radiation density in the Tioinity 
of the earth would cause a significant interaction with high energy particles. 
This is not so since tho time tho particles spend in the radiation is quite 
small. The radiation field of the sun at one light year is nearly equal to 
the moan interstellar density due to stellar radiation. The moan radia t1on 
density over this light year as the particles approooh the earth is given by 
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• 
where !o , the radius of the earth's orbit, is io-5 light years. Hence, we 
see that approaching the earth is equivalent to a pa.th of 105 light yoars in 
interstellar spaoe, and a trajectory reaching the sun would have an equivalent 
pathof 107 years. Since we are interested in path lengths of the order of 
108 light years, the solar effoot is small. 
The interaction of heavy partiolos with r adiation is small because of 
tho small oross seo:~ion and because of the large value of y required for po.ir 
production end for photo-disintegration • . The fraotional loss of energy of 
photons over e. path of 109 light years has been obtained by mnnericfl.l integration 
of' (3.1 ) • The results aro given in Table 7 tar various proton energies. It is 
apparent that the loss is not important. The photo-di sintegratiCl'l proba~i litie s 
of deuterons and alpha- particles huve boon obtained by numerical integration of 
(3.16) and they aro also given in the tabla. For deuterans the rate of dis• 
integration is smoll and it is only important for particles with energy greater 
than iol~ r:N• whiohwere generated 109 years ago. For alpha-particles the 
disintegration probability is the same for en energy of iol6 '" but for an 
energy greater than 1017 f1't the mean range drops to io7 light years. 
TABLE 1 
Heavy Particle Interaction with Radiation in Interstellar Space 
Fraotion"l loss Probability of phl)to-di sintegration/109 
Energy of enar§Z by pro- light years 
tone/lb li~ht years Deuteron a 4-pa.rtiolea 
iol4 w- .os x io-!> 
.004- .001 
1016 4.6 .4 .4 
1018 6 .s 150 
10 20 8 .7 200 
The interaotion of oleotrons with radio.ti on is muoh stronger . Let us 
assume that there is a galaotio mngnetio field such that the electrons are 
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confined to the galaxy. Than the photons generated in the Compton scattering 
process leave the galaxy and ere diluted by the large volume of extragalactic 
space to a negligible concentration and we may compute the final electron 
spectrum from the numbor of oollisionu that an oleotron has with a 11~ht quantum. 
Using the integrals listed in Table 3, the value ot the !\motion P( S ) from 
(3 . 27) has been oom.puted tor several values of' S and the electron energy. 
Since the ener gy loss may occur through a small number of large transfers 
the actual loss of eni::-rgy by a high enGrgy electron may only be given on the 
average. The final energy is given by the initial energy ti.mes the product of 
the fraction retained in the various collisions undergone. Renee tro probable 
fraotional energy retained is r,iven approxiraately by the expression 
l. 
exp ff P( S ) ln ( l - S ) d ~ 
0 
(3 . 37) 
The values of P( S) and of tho integral in (3 . 37) aro given in Table a. 
TABLE 8 
Interaotion of Electrons with oadi~t1on in Interstellar Spaoe 
Values of P( )/108 years from (3. 27) 
~ .001 . 01 . l . 5 . 9 . 99 . 999 JP( 6) ln(l - S )db" 0 
-io10 ov 1160 114 14 . 2 . o04 
---- ---- ---- - . 2 
io11 1700 116 11. 4 1. 9 . 002 
---- ---- - • 8!5 
1012 2380 170 ll. 6 1. s l . O . 002 
----
-1.5 
1013 30"-0 238 17. o 1. 55 . 78 l . 04 . 002 - 1. 75 
1014 3600 30"- 23.8 2.34 • 75 . 83 1. 04 -2. l!l 
10 
15 
2200 360 30. 4 3. 28 1. 19 . 78 . 83 -2.75 
1016 700 220 36. 0 4: . 2 1.6 1. 27 • 78 - 3. 6 
1017 1211 70 22. 0 4.9 2. 1 i . a 1. 27 -3. 5 
1018 18 12. 5 7. 0 3.1 2.s 2. 3 1. 8 -3.0 
It is apparent from the tablo that electrons of energy greater than 
iol3 ev will drop to about one-tenth of their energy in io8 years and that 
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in 109 yoars there would be no electrons o£ energy greater than io10 ev . It 
is possible that tho electrons of energy muoh greater than iolO ev could drop 
down into the vacant energy re.nge but their number should be small since the 
energy Rpeotrum nt·tho souroe would be expected to decroaso rapidly with 
energy in th1s range,. From the values of P( S} it is apparent that most or 
the photons genoratcd havo roughly the sume onergy ae the electron but thtt.t 
there aro some -:rlth r:ruoh loss energy. We may conclude !'ran this result thnt 
no oleotrons of enor~ greater then 1010 ev oan have been generated more than 
nbout 3 x 108 years ago and that few have been cenerated more than 108 years 
ago. 
In case there is no galaotio magnetic fiold so that tho primaries o ane 
f'ro:n outsido the galaxy tho high energy phot.ons produood by the Campt.on scatter-
ing oonnot be neglootod. It is also necessary t.o npply a oorrootion to the 
r· diation density and honce the above oaloulation applies to an eleotron travel-
ing 1010 years in intergalaotio apace at tho present radiation density. Actually# 
hOWO'Ver. the expansion ot tho universe and tho oorrosponding ohan~e in radiation 
density roduoos tho aotuo.l time to l . 6 x 109 yoars. Likewise, 109 years in the 
galaxy is equivalent to 1.96 x 109 years in intergalactic apace. 
low let us consider the 1ntore.ot1cm of photons with radiation. Table 9 
gives the mean number of pairs/108 years duo to photon-photon po.ir production 
ac given by (3.31). 
TABLE 9 
o on-p o on Ph t h t n r ro uo p i p d'. ti on n n ers e ar ;paoe i I t t 11 s 
E, w iol2 iol3 iol4 iol5 iolG iol7 1018 
~oK pairs/108 years 1.25 2.011 3.70 6.65 9. 8 11. 7 12.7 
It is aJJparent that over a period of 108 yenrs the photons will he.ve 
generated several pairs whioh Ylill in turn gener a.ta more photons so that a 
regular cascade davelops . Actually• over the crurse of 106 years the mean 
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number of seoonde.ries per primary particle will not be large and many will ht\tVe 
a large ~nargyK H0?.'0Ver, over the course or 109 years the cascade will develop 
sufficiently so that the meQD particle energy will fall to about 1012 av, and 
over 5 x 108 years it will drop to 1013 ev. An exact ccmputation of the develop-
ment of the oases.de would be very di:f't'ioult end is not justified sinoe the 
fundamental data are so uncertain. 
3, 4. Proposed Sources of Cosmic Rays 
We are now in a position to investigate the composition of cosmic rays 
wl th ve.ri ous assumptions as to their origin. Lem.ai tre has suggested that the 
universe started as a gigentie atom which exploded giving rise to cosmic re.ys 
among the other products of the i::ixplosion. AB pointed out a.t the end of st)ction 
two,the expansion of the universe decreases tho onorgy of fast particles inversely 
e..s the radius of the uni verse. Henoe , "the rays c ennot have been present at tima 
~ero but they may have been generated by the interaction oi: the mntter with 
it.self at e. slightly later epooh. the latest time at which this could happen 
by ~ mechanism not possible tode;y was when the galaxies started to sepat"e.te 
since the intergale.ctio foroes could have been large. Furthermore, probably 
only existin~ particles. i.e., protons end electrons, would be aooelerated 
under these oiroumstanoas. 
Since the meen spaoing of galaxies is about t't'mn1.;y times their moan 
dirunetel" today, these particles must he.:V'a been generated e.t one-twentieth of 
the presPnt age or 1.9 :r. io9 years ago. Such pe.rtioles must have traveled a 
distance equivalent to 4 x 108 yea.rs in tho galactic re.diation field and hence , 
BXlY aleotrons and photons would be slowed down by cascade formation to about 
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iol3 ev. This slowing do'm would tako place largely in the first 108 years . 
The expanaion or the univorso would then roduoe the energy to about io12 ev. 
Any heavy partioles would lose only the i'aotor of twenty in energy due to the 
expansion so that with this source Vie would oxpoot chiefly protons es cosmic 
ray primarios at high on~rgiesK Furthermore, the gean.agnetio offoots show 
that the numbor or prjma.ry photons is small so that the number of oleotrons 
initially more energotio thsn iol3 ov must be small sinco otherwise a l nrge 
number of Oan.pton recoil photons i'oOUld pe p resent. Therefore the aooelerating 
mcoh4Ulism must be mos~ effioiont with protons. a condition diffioult to satisfy 
by elcctranap;nstic field s . 
If the red shif't; of the gulaotio spoetral lineo is not a vol~ity 
shift; so that tho universe is eto.tione.ry, then tha particles oould oane from 
muoh groater distances. Epstein(28) has pointed out that they must cane from 
io11 lir,ht years distance to explain their intensity rolntive to light. The 
interaction with radiation would slow the electrons do:Nn to 1012 ev in this 
caso also. 
If.' tho galaxy' has a general magn~tic field. then it ls possible that 
its formation, when the galaxy 1Q'as formed, aooelorutod cm rged particles by 
the betatron principle. At that time the ionizBtion of the interstellar gt.s me.y 
not have been so l a rge as it is now but thore should ~ve boon sufficient tree 
electrons and protons to give the p res1Jnt intensity of' cosmic rays. AB shom 
in tho l o.st section, tho high en0rgy electrons would be slowed down to an onargy 
or 1010 ev in the l.9 x 109 yea.rs since the formation of the gale.xy but the 
protons would have lo et 11 ttle or their energy• 
Zwioky has proposed that eosnio rays aro gener&.ted 1n novae or supernovae , 
but this is not poeaible in the oase of e l ectrons due to the inter aotion with the 
radir..t1 on. As pointed out, the solar radiation field is suffioie.n"1t to equal 
107 light years for a particle approaching it. For a partiole leaving it. 
the effect is reduced by a fr.otor of about two since tm particle must over-
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take the pho-tons most of the way. Thus a star 100 times as luminous or !'5 
magnitudes brighter would not be able to emit any high energy electrons since 
the equivalent path would be io9 light yea.rs. The stellar speotre. do not 
oontain as mueh infra red as used in the computations . but this radiation is 
not vital and we may conclude that bright stars suoh as the a-type and early 
B-typa stars, end. a fortiori, novae e.Dd supernova~ K ~ould not emit electrons 
with energies greater than lo10 av. In the case of supernovae the radiation 
is 107 - io8 times as intense as that of the sun so that the interaction with 
protons is not negligible. From Te.ble 7 '-ve ~eo that 
(3. 38) dE 
E '"' 1. . f> dt 
for a Proton energy of 1016 ev and for a supernova 107 tirrea as bright es the 
sun. The time in ( 3. 38) is a ficti t'i o•,c timo which measures the frMtion at 
radiation passed. Integrating (3 .38 ) we have 
E = E e·~K R 
0 
• 
Hence the enPrgy drops to a vulue suoh that the exponent ia small, that is. 
to about iol5 ev (it drops to about io14 av for a supernova 108 times as bright 
as the sun) . 
In the case of oool stars, the intera.cticn with radiation does not limit 
the possible energies of emitted particles. Swe-nn.(36) has proposed that high 
enorg,y electrons could be formed in sun spots by the aasooiated varying magnetic 
field by the betatron principle. Actually ~ this prooess need not be restricted 
to aleotrons since protons could.also be accelerated, nor noed it be limited 
to the sun since other stars probably have similar features . • However. the 
*Recent dataC37) on a large increase in oosmio ray intensity in 
conjunction with a solar flare suggests that such a mechanism. is possible. 
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energy of the emitted electrons is limited by the radiation of energy to the 
transverse aocGleration in the solar magnetic field. Using Pomoranchuk's(2. 4) 
calculations, the maximum energy comes out to be about 5 x 1012 ev, whereas tho 
energy needed to penetrc ta the solar me.gnetio field is iol4 ev. I.f the magnetic 
field due to the sunspot is properly oriented , 1t can camelthe general solar 
field sufficiently so that lower energy particles can esca~ from th.a sun by 
a tortuous path, but tho maximum energy is probably not altered appreciably. 
Since there are no measurements of stellar m8,f:netio fields, for the class of 
stars similar to the sun . it is not possible to say whether they can em.it high 
onergy electrons but it seems reasonable to say tN'l.t their limiting energy is 
nearly t'.r..o same as that of the sun. 
Al!'ven(3S) he.s suggested that cosmio ro.ys oould be generated in the 
joint magnetio field of a double star. A charged particle follows a troohoide.l 
orbit in the field of' ono star and as the otmr rotates the flux through the 
orbit changes and accelerates the particle. The particle must be in an orbit 
around the f'irst star which requires a large energy to esoape to infinity since 
otherwise i t would escape with littlG energy. Since the periodic orbits in a 
dipole field lie ne a r the plene of the equator_ we shall appro'Xime.te the orbit 
by the circular periodic orbit wh1ah lies fa.rt heat f'rOfll. the d ipole in order to 
obtain ~Kn upper limit to the energy. If th9 dipole moment of the star is M 
and the radius of the oribt is R then the particle energy• ! , in the orbit is 
Me E .. _ • R2 . 
Now the radiation emitted due to the acoeler i.tion in the mttgnetio 
field is at least that emitted assuming the particle leaves in a straight line. 
Benoe, \'iG shall us·e the maximum energy appropriate to this oase although it is 
to bo expeoted that the maximum energy is r~duoed significantly by spiral path 
since it materially inoreases the time of travel in the field. From (2. t.\) tm 
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maximum energy is 
(3. 1. l) E alf' • 112 • 0 
Equating E and E0 we have 
l/'7 3/7 
(3. 2) R ~E;g M , 
( 3. ,\3) E • Eo .. a2/7 9 5/7 Ml/7 • 
From EP K ~PF the maximum onergy whioh oould be ganerutod in a dipole 
field equal to tha t of the sun (M ... io34 gauss - cmi)) is . 9 x 1014 ev. For 
protons the maximum energy would be 5 x iol7 ev but here the orbit would lie 
inside the sun. It must be rem~mbered that these limits are the results of 
a vory orude aporoxim.a.tion and that the maximum energy thnt could be obtained 
is probably more nearly a tenth of these values. In the C PAO of the early 
type stars the dipole moment m~v be as large as 1038 emu so that these ener gies 
m~ be multi~lied bv r<>Ur, but here, and to a certain extent in cooler stars , 
the particles remain in orbits near t he star for a sufficient time to lose 
onorgy by Compton scattering. 
Hillika.n( 39) has suggeetod the cosmio ray primaries are generated by 
the sponteneous trnnsformution of tho mass ot atoms in interstellar Spice 
into energy which is givon to a pair of eloctrons. There is no theoreticul 
method of treating this mechanism so that the observed energy spectrum can 
be compared quantitatively with the density of the various elements present 
but it seams diff'icult to exp la.in tho high energies requ:\.red to generate Auger 
showers. However, this meohnni sm generates the particles fa. r .from intense 
rudiution and strong mt;1.gnetic fields to thut thero is no theoretical limitation 
to the amount of enorgy t hey could bring to the enrth. 
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I.V • CONCLUSION 
The general oonclus1on that may be dravm tram those calculations 
is the.t the high energy oosmic ray primaries ara not electrons or photons 
because their interaotion with interstellar radiation e.nd magnetic fields is 
suf'f'ioient to slow them down., but that they are probably protons, while the 
lower enorgy prinaries may be any type of particle. This result is in agreement 
with tho sxperimental results of Schein and ooworkeTs(4 0) although the data 
are insufficient to prove the energetic primaries are protons. 
It is difficult to draw quantitative conclusions about the maximum 
energy electrons or photons o&n have because of the uncertainty ooncBrning their 
place or origin. It is not even clear whether their place of origin is inside 
the galaxy or not because the exiatenoe of a goneral galactic m~gnatic field 
is uncertain. There is no astrophysical e'V:idenoe either for or against such 
a field except that all rotat!ng astronomical bodies seem to have e. permanent 
magnetic field. If there is a general galactic mscnetio field the primary 
cosmic rays must come from the galaxy but the distribution in angle should be 
uniform because of the ohare.oter of orbits in n megnetio f'ield. The intensity 
relntive to light would be higher since the particles are spread OV'er a smaller 
volume. Furthermore the absence of primary photons (the geomagnetic effect 
shows that nearly all the primaries a.re charged) is explicable by the dilution 
of the photons by the large volume or intergalaotio space. 
The calculations of the interaction with radiation shO\v that the mean 
free path for high energy (1013 - iol8 ev) eleotrons to lose nine-tenths ot 
their energy is 108 light years in the galaxy , so that the number of such 
energetic electrons should be much smaller than the number of' law energy 
electrons. If the primaries were all generated when the galaxy was formed 
there should be no electrons of' energy greater than a.bout lo10 ev , but it they 
are being generated steadily the number ot high energy electrons will be 
finite but small. Furthermore the me.xi.mum energy of electron primaries may 
be limited in the souroe. Thus if they are formed in B or 0-type stars or 
in novae then the 1nternotion with radiation would limit the energy oarried 
away to 1013 ev', while it they are generated in supernavae the interaction 
with radiation limits the oleotron energy to lolO ev end the proton energy 
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to 1014 ev. If they are generated by the magnetic fields associlited with 
"sun-spots• in main sequence stars by induced eleotr1c fields the loss of 
energy by radiation due to the acceleration in the stellar magnetic fields 
would limit the electron energ.y to ~ x 1012 ev. If they are formed in the 
joint magnetic tield or double stars the electron energy is limited to iol3 av 
and the proton energy is limited to iol7 E!N. Only in the case of particles 
generated in interstellar space far fram ~ntense rudiation and magnetic fields 
will the energy not ba limited in the source. However, even here, a large 
fraction ot the high energy electrons would have been generated a sufficient 
timo ago to be slowed down and the number of high enorgy electrons would oo 
small. Only in the few oases mentioned would the heavy particle energy be 
limited so that the final spectrum would have mainly protons at high energy 
if the source is inherentl_y syinmotr1oal between protons e.nd eleotrons. 
If there is no galactic magnetic field the isotropy of the distribution 
of> primaries can be explained only by the assumption that they -were generated 
in the past , that their source bears no relation to the distribution of matter 
or that they come fran a distance of 1011 light years. The last assumption is 
violated by the known age of the universe (about 2 x 109 years) end the former 
two are contradioted by the reoent evidenoe(37) that oosmio rays can be emitted 
by the sun in conjunction with a solar flare. It is possible, however, that 
the preeent rate of produotion is only a t!'aotion of the total intensity. 
Furthermore, in order to explain the absence of' photons, it is necessary to 
assume that no high energy electrons -were present initially sinoe they would 
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generate high enorgy photons by interaction with radiation. If there were 
eny appreciable number of energetic electrons present when the galaxy was 
formed they and their associated photons would still be present with an energy 
of about iol2 av. 
thus the main oonolusions of this work are that if there exists a 
general galactic magnetic field. then the primal"Y spectrum. has very few photons , 
only low energy ( .( iol3 ev) electrons end the higher energy particles are 
primarily protons regardless of the source mechanism, and if there is no 
general galaotic ma~netio field, then the source of cosmic rf\)'s accelerates 
mainly protons and the present rate of production is much less than that in 
the past. 
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